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A{_n”wgg T P "P§ ni '''''   ‘THERE IS N0 PERCENTAGE T0 BE GAINED IN
gg   DECIDING WHO LEGITIMATELY owns THE FALKLANDS

  THE ARGUMENT ow BOTH SIDES IS BASED ow THEIE THAT A COUNTRY BELONGS T0 THE STATE T0
HICH THE FIRST WHITE MAN WHO SAW IT OWED

esa$@ *, a. The first white man known to have Sgen the islands
was English. Hence the United Kingdom claims that the
Falklands clearly belong to it. M

But the Spanish "Conquistadores" in a series
gross criminal actions, subjugated the Americas
stole the huge mass of the southern hemisphere. Argen-
tina revolted against them, when they were tied up
with war and Ehe King had run off. The Republic lays
claim to the inheritance" of the Spanish empire it
toppled. As the Ewmmzhad given all the Americas —
which weren't his to give! - to the Spanish Empire, in

k Argentina's claim is laso clear. T“
For the last 150 years the islands have been in British pos-

session. We are now told how "British" the Falklanderstare. But
t2lS did not avail them when the patriality Bill was being pass-
e .
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For the last forty years Argentina has been under the sway
, of a f8SClSt regime most of the time. There is a determined  

resistance trying to get rid of it. Torture, murder, disappear-
ances are the order of the day." continued“, P596 12
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STRINGING UP SOME POLITICIANS  ..
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As we go to press - just
before the Reagan visit to A
England, we learn of the
attacks in Germany on Americ- A
an bases and in France on US
premises.

Two US office blocks (incl,
IMB) in Dusseldorf and
several military bases in
Frankfurt, Gelishausen,
Hanau and Bamburg, were
damaged by bomb attacks.
The attacks were simultan-
eous and caused a total of
$180,0UU_damage.-Respon-
sibility was claimed by the
Revolutionary Cells.

At Saint Cloud, near Paris,
the American School was
bombed. Responsibility has
so far been claimed by ~
Action Directs, but we are
still awaiting confirmation.
A few days earlier, Action
Directs claimed responsibil-
ity for firing shots at the - - * - .A aizztliriis ;2z1;.2:;:@;::: ;;2"t.:3: by
of America. Twenty-five people ens’ ran Screaming past all _ -_,__.._
gave Slnce been arrested» the shoppers whilst chanting
ut all were later released. FREE SIMON L05 _ 3 YEARS FOR

The London anti—Reagan/dis- PR15QN FQR GIVING UUT
armament demonstration organ- LEATLETS!. About half-way
ised by CND, totalled around down gxfnrd St, the Cons
2501000 A"9¥‘C|Te1'9> many Of the attempted to provoke trouble
them PaClT15t5- HOWBVBTT and so the group split trying

to use side-strrets to escape
and then regroup. Several com
comrades disappeared down
the side streets, the cops
followed and there were
some arrests. But other com-
rades who came under attack
fought back and freed them
selves. Some cops were
beaten with wooden sticks
and two business types
who were helping the police
wre beaten up. Charges
against those unfortunate
to get away included assault
threatening behaviour, poss-P
ession of a dangerous weapon,
etc. And finally, we have
heard that the cops were
allowed to film the demonao
strators from the rear of the
speakers platform. Their
camera's would have been
pointing at the anarchists
who were right out at the

Efieremwas a large contingent
of anarchists who early on
ensured that they were at the
front of the march, with
anarchist banners and chants
for all to see and hear. CND
stewards and cops colaborated
— unsuccessfully - to puts
uade the anarchists to take
on a more low key stance.
On arrival at the destin-
tion point the anarchists
ran ahead and were greeted
by applause.
Later, after 2 hours of
boring diatribe from liberal
and Church speakers, it was
decided by the anarchists
(who were then numbered about
500) that they would head
down Oxford Street, the main
shopping area
shopping thoroughfare, to try
and cause trouble. The con-
tingent, could be easily
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DIRECT ACTION No. 9
Articles include:
CND — an Anarchist Alternative, Poland
— Don’t Mourn, Organise! Life in Socialist
Lambeth; Reviews & News. 20p
Direct Action Movement, 164/166
Com Exchange Bldgs, Manchester,
M4 3BN.

HAPOTOC. THE PRISONERS AID
coLLEcTIvE BASED IN A
ANsTERDAM. Is FINALLY FoLD-
ING AFTER SEVEN YEARS. THIS
Is LARGELY BECAUSE oF THE
DEATH OF Aus GREIDANus WHO
STEPPED IN WHEN SOME oF
THE PIONEERS oF HAPOTOC HAD
LEFT IN 1980. CDRRIE CouRTENs
AND WILLIE SNoEcK, WHO HAVE

Lon 011E-1 _ - DONE MUCH WORK IN THE DIRECT-. _. Typewriter Costs 35.65 ATypesett1ng& Layout by Black St . ION OF PRISONERS AID FOR
Flag Collective, London. at loner Y 1 2 " 7 8
Subscriptions :

£5.00 per 12 issues (home)
Canada}Australia]USA]NZ —

$18.00 ainnail & $.50 seamail.

ABC 0F FRAUD
A booklet with the above
title is being put out soon
for wide distribution. Any
contributions, detailed ex-
amples and anecdotes to Box
F, c/o Black Flag.
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1. What was the pun unintentionally
made by Napoleon I that cost hund-
reds of lives - at least according to a
contemporary joke?
2. What was the pun deliberately
made by Mohammad Ali Jinnah that
cost hundreds of thousands of lives,
and was no joke?
3. During a South African strike in
the twenties the (white) Afrikaans
trouser makers objected to unity
with their sisters, the (mixed race)
Cape Coloured button-holers. What
was the famous reply made by the
union organiser?

4. What comment did Anarchist
theorist Peter Kropotkin make about
the now popular slogan “The Right
to Work’ ’?
5. What comment did the Edwardian
music-hall comedian Gus Elen make
about it? '
6. Why are printshop assemblies
called “chapels”?
Answers on page ll

(Don't forget the Anarcho Quiz Book
80p available from us, through @
Distribution & better bookshops.... ..
we may plan a sequel if we sell a few
more Of them),

Wages - always nil
—————— 36§_8, HAPOTOC. FEEL THEY CAN NoT

Loss on Issue
(wot again?) 99.07
Deficit c/fwd. 4185.97
TOTAL DEFICIT £4285.04

DONATIONS:Guam S.S. £26.
26; Dublin P.W. £10; j.
o'C £2; London J.T. £13;
J.G. £5; P.W. £10;
£10; - £76.26.

If only people would renew_ 1 <
their subs the Flag would l
come out more regularly.
But please cancel subs
or notify us of renewal.
We go on sending issues
out reluctant to cut
people off - and then get
curt notes saying "Moved
two years ago!" (which
means we spend about £2

,,,,, on postage for nothing).
L We hate being ‘business
like.’ but will have to
prune the sendings out
soon.
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NEW PUBLICATIONS
RECEIVED AT 121 BOOKSHOP
121 Railton Rd SE24, London UK

Revolution Seattle £4. 00
Harvey O’Connor (Left Bank Books)

Strike in Gdansk £1.25 (A ug I4-31 I980)
Dmnthkmdfimmr
Situationist Anthology Edt'ted_/Translated
Ken Knabb £5.00
Polish August (L€ft_Bank Books) Docu-
ments from the Beginnings of the Polish
Workers Rebellion, Gdansk August I 980
£3.00. Kronstadt Uprising of 1921, Lynn
Thorndcraft 25p (Left Bank Books)
Cuban Revolution - CriticalPerspect-
ive £4. 00 Sam Dolgojff
Mutual Aid £3. 00 Kropotkin.
Less Newspoems Tull Kupferberg . 75p
Bratach Dubh Pamphlets: Documents
No. I Angry-Brigade 30p, The Struggle
Against Fascism Begins with the 5IP118316’
Against Bolshevism 50p, Army Strugle
in Italy £1.20.
Direct Action 20p No. 9
lwnoandlhelhndlMwhiHbrAb.]
£1.50.

IMPORTANT RESEARCH PROJECT

We are establishing a national
and international clipping ser-
vice and need the support of our
readers in this project. Please
send us clippings of matters of
interest from your local or
national paper, or specialist
magazines, for our files. we
are particularly interested in
the activities of neo-fascists
and the cocaine and heroin
trade.
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The School-Stoppers Handbook
(88 ways to sabotage your
school) first published in
1968, has recently been
reprinted and Anglicised from
the US version. Its free, and
available from most @ Book-
stores in the UK. The publish-
ers have instructed that any-
one who comes across a copy
should reproduce it and give
away as many copies as poss
ible. Some of the suggestions
include: ‘If you still have to
wear uniforms, try wearing
them back to front in protest.
Or dare boys and girls into
wearing each others‘ uniforms
if this doesn't work try a
blanket protest.‘ and ‘ get a
small group to always carry
screwdrivers, and slowly dis-
mantle the school.‘ A

Black" Flag Page 2

Sales & Subs 190.50 CARRY ON‘ I _‘ y
Donations* 76.26 266.76 E   
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CIENFUEGOS DISASTER
.*mmDmmw

Drawn at'1 21 Bookshop Benefit
on May 2nd 1982 at Alternative
A Centre, Centro Iberica, 421
Harrow Rd, London W10.
lst Prize: 2 Matching Lopi Wool Jumpers
handknitted in Orcadian “Magus”
Patterns.
Mrs. Clough of Glasgow.
2nd and 3rd Prizes: Orcadian Food Ham-
per including Highland Park Malt Whiskey
Len Still of London & Bob of Swansea.
Other Prizes: Marian Blanchard of Ret-
ford, Notts, P. Bielski of London, Gary
Brown of Florida, Robert Johnstone of
Belfast, Susanx Dex of Alaska, Paul of
London & Joe Thomas of London.
Notices have been sent to the addresses
of all of the above.
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Terry May was killed
after a group of black
youths took revenge on
a known National Front
haunt, a pub - the Wilton
Arms — not far from their
HQ in Thornton Heath '
Croydon. The incident took
place against a background
of racist attacks in teiarea
- not that there need be any
justification or excuse for
giving fascists a good going
over. Attacks by fascist
groups on Left-wing premises
with little or no response
in return - and on Asians
and blacks generally*- are
too numerous to detail here.
More recently the National
Front attempted to break up
a Troops Out (of Nth. Ireland)
meeting at Brighton; and in
Februrary the old Race Today
premises were gutted by arson.

The NF had it coming there-
fore. The tragedy is that
Terry May, who was just in
the wrong place at the wrong
time became a casualty of
black/white tension and the
ineptitude of those who were
the targets of fascist agro
to deal effectively with the
problem. No one person is to
blame for his death although
it was inevitable that the
Courts would find a scape-
goat.

Racial tension was still

Croydon area both during and
he trial Racist leaf-t I ‘

lets were distributed and discovered the school-Kingsdale in Du|wich-
blacks harrassed to the ex_ was laid seige by police. About 150 youths

tent that the whole blackb . . t return again to make a stand against their
community was eginning o
“'°'"'°'e1‘ if it W61‘ 6 "Pt "0891" attempted to force their way through the
siege. A defence group was
f0I‘|'fl9d -" the Black P991319 ' 5 were arrested on a variety of charges and
Action Committee. The police
continued with their raids.‘

-_ A- 

monitor fascists activity &
that of the police in the
local area. Their newly
launched paper, the Sniper,
recently published details
of how the Croydon police
some under criticism by the
area Community Relations
Council for their strong-arm
methods in a recent raid on
a black couple's home. These
criticisms were noted down
in a confidential memoran-
dum which found its way to
the Sniper's editors. Not
surprisingly the centre
where the BPAC operate from
was raided by the police. Un
the same eyeing as the raid,
not long afterwards,an office
block nearby was damaged!....
Anyone who would like to
obtain copies of the Sniper
should contact BPAC c/o
43 Wellesley Rd. Croydon.

...~H,|i§@,|I_.

MAKING PREPARATIONS
further encouraged in the Molotovs were found in a South London

School recently and police made four
arrests After the petrol bombs were

left en masse by the rear exit only to

attackers. F|ght|ng broke out after they

middle of the line of cops. Four youths

the_ir case is pending.
I _—. i I - -1-in-u‘,l‘—_ _\_ |_ m *-

However when the cops unwise g {M
ly attempted to hold one of
the members of BPAC he was
quickly released as soon as
the Police Station came under
siege by the detainees com-
rades.

BPAC in the meantime have
concentrated their efforts
in setting up a centre to

 .

In Nottin Hill the police Choice but to protect tTmmn_ molotovs were later discovered
Q

faced a direct challenge to Selves the best WAY they in aha a€??' L d S F
their Authority and were 5Ur_ COUld. Makeshift barricades eanw 1 e or Car ace
prised at the Speed in which were erected and during the speaking in the House of Lords
the forces against them were ensuing bottle in All 'saIhts re°e"t1Yi WaP"edtt“at 1' lt
mobilised. A few days after Rood about 150 local people were found that he pollce
the Anniversary of the Brixton xattemptod t0 defend the HF88- WETB unable to gain the Con-
riots, three cops attempting The battle lasted for 3 Ltdencg ii the lOCalbC0mE3n_
t h 1 _ . 1 y an ere was a rea own

I-J ‘ElI‘I‘8?‘S 8 COUple On BUS l'1OL1IfS_CLllTl1ll'1E':1tl1'l<_Zj ll'1 the in Law & Order, the GUV_eI,n_

picion o pnssessing drugs trashing of the Mangrove ment would have no Choice
were preven ed from doing so Cltflo b tji ' .
by the intervention of locals. IE’C8.li2ltiO1?1.COpS ln ?Et E0.c'illll3 ti? trg95)i'
Th l h d f _ B Flmlfla US 1C6 1

B po we were C age °“t ° Several vehlcles were Sell which will strengthen police
th IlllTh l ' ‘ ' " ' Ie are? _ e 9Verr?aClOn alight. FIVE pOllCB WBFB lfi- Owens of Stop and Searchtth at hhth - - P

01- e ln?lkin lntw-10 t-e Jured and Superlntendent Tony hflll,8lS0 introduce a curfew
P0 lee qulc Y Sen 1“ an 1' lknnma was attacked while Scheme for ynnnn nennle
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BRADFORD 12
12 Asians charged with
making and conspiring to
make explosive substances
appeared in Leeds Court
recently. One of those
charged, Jayesh Amin, has had
both charges dropped. Two
other defendents have had the
charge of manufacture dropped.
This was because of insuff-
icient evidence and the Judge
was forced to order the jury
to bring in a not-guilty
verdict.

Many of the defendants are
members of the United Black
Youth League, an independent
organisation committed to
combat racism and help defend
the black community against

been active in the Campaigns
to stop the deportations of
Anwar Ditta and other Asian
women.

Thelfi were originally
arrested after the July
nation—wide disturbances
when 38 petrol bombs were
found and after some
‘confessions’ were extracted.
The molotovs were to be used
against some fascists who it
was rumoured, were on their
way to Bradford in a large
number. Earlier a large
fascist presence at a skin-
head Oi! concert in the sub-
urb of Southall in London
had led to attacks on Asians
and an uprising of locals
to prevent this arose.
Further details can be 99t

fascist attacks. Some had . from the Bradford 12 N8ti0fi9l

Despite attempts by the State and the media to

Mobilising Committee, 50* 3K
59 Cookridge Street» Leeds 2'

l _

(or at least delay) news on any outbreaks of localised

the less getting around. Specifically Toxteth (nothing
in the|unmrs until 4 days after the event) and Notting
Hill (hardly mentioned in any of the papers - nothing
on the telly).
The events in Toxteth went on
for 3 nights running with the
police vehicles being system-
atically attacked. The cops ""'
were unable to account for the
efficiency of their opponents
methods and so blamed ‘Left-
wing agitators‘ as possible
organisers (a bit of a contra-
diction). Similarly after the
Brixton uprising of April last
year ‘white anarchists‘ were
blamed as its leaders. An
article in a recent issue of
Race Today went on to describe
the storming of the police
station at Moss Side during
the July 81 riots. In that
instance it began with a group
of youths from one area coming
across a group of youths from
another area, saying a few

'1; ‘t tlft - - -
‘rlo re?“ Dream?“ 8- e tTY1"9 to make 8 9Pt“awaY 1" involved in acts of trouble.people in the vicinity no his car. Several caches of
it-='s@3Black Flag More news stories welcome.

_| .-_ In . . . . .-

words and together marching
off to the agreed target. No
conspiracy, no organisations,
no Leaders - just the right
people at the right place at
the right time. What really
got the cops worried this time
around was the way everyone
seemed to have formed a strat-
egy of action; obviously based
on their experience during
the first outbreak. Tactics
included using the element of
surprise to its maximum effect
attacking from all quarters
when least expected and
then disappearing into the
darkness of the night before
the enemy had a chance to
retaliate. The desired effect
was to gradually wear down
the morale of the opposition.
Classic guerrilla stuff.

suppress
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After the riots, the Roman
Catholic primate of Poland
issued an attack on those
that took part and sided
with the military rulers
and the Communist Party,
blaming finterferers, mani-
ulators and agitators" andP

Western propaganda for hav-
ing instigated demonstrat-

 '-Z

I

only difference between
him and other R.C. prelates
is that he is speaking in a
State Communist country.
The church condemns State
Communism but is no barrier
against it. Ultimately,
with the Catholic Church,
the side it supports is the
one is power. The Church,
like God, is on the side of
the big battalions. It
is inbuilt Statism.

Predictably, some of the
Solidarnosc ‘Leaders’ in

ions and said "it is forbidd-
en to manipulate the
patriotic feelings which
live in the hearts of our
youth" (not, of course,
forbidden to do so in time
of war!)

prison on hunger strike are
talking about going along
with the compromise solution.
Are they acting on behalf
of the resistance movement,
we ask, or simply attempting

_ to consolidate their own
Archbishop Josef Glemp, future? Martyrs, on/and

the Primate; thus takes representativesare not
a stand familiar enough in re Uired_
capitalist countries. The q

Francisco Romero Garcia, Anton
I Antonio Navio, Adrian Satue
 (all of thn CNT) and Jose

-- Sanchez are held in the Modelo
On the night of 9 February, 8 Barcelona, charged with rob-
members of the CNT's Banking bery and alleged murder. The
union in Madrid were beaten charges arise out of an
up by armed fascists from the industrial dispute. They have
Primera Linea organisation been tortured under the not-
while putting up posters that orious anti-terrorist Laws.
advertised a rally on the
doors of the AEB (Bank Employe
Employers‘ Association).

On 9 February Roque Cano Perez
Antonio Marfil Aranda, Jose
Lozano Cano, Jose Antonio
Caravaca Martinez and Jose
Hernandez Escamez were tried
on charges of possessing arms

It is now 4% years since the
strange affair of the Scala
began. The result of this State
provocation against the liber- and explosives and each sen-
tarian movement has been so far: tenced to 6 months and a day,
Around 1OO arrests in Barcelona except for Roque Cano Perez

and Rubi; who got one year. They had
Imprisonment of seven comrades; originally been picked up in
The chance for political sland- Barcelona in 1977 along with
er of the CNT by Martin Villa, ~45 others, allegedly aiming
Minister of the Interior. to re-found the FAI (Iberian

Meanwhile the very people Anarchist Federation). They
carrying out the persecution were all released under an
have been attempting to over- amnesty whose provisions were
throw the State by violence,
and some of them are awaiting
trial in easy conditions.

cases alone) by the Interior
Minister, Rodolfo Martin Villa
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Congratulations for ingenuity Sumner is now a laughing stocko
to the inmates of Nevada State Last year, when he was Warden
Penitentiary. Over the past few OF the h0t0ri0u8 58h Quentin
years some of them had quietly he was made to look a fool
and slowly been putting togeth- when it was discovered that
er a structure to fly them out his Offices had been bugged
of the place. They were just by the Cons. He claimed to
short of a top blade when have no idea as to when the

l 
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On 1d May 1982 in Madrid,
several members of the FIGA
(Iberian Federation of Anar-
chist Groups), an'organisat-
ion based on the affinity
group, are to stand trial in
connection with bank robber-
ies and on charges of mem-
bership of a terrorist group-
ing. In June 1979 FIGA mem-
ber Agustin Valiente was shot
dead in a brief exchange of
Tire with police (some police-
men were wounded); police had
surrounded the hiding place
of Valiente and Alejandro
Malta. After that, Spanish
police swooped on around 2O
people throughout Spain and,
with the aid of Portugal's
Anti-Terrorist Squad some

later rescinded (in their were 3150 Picked UP on P0TtU'
guese soil. In Portugal
FIGA militants had seized
weapons from a Guarda Fiscal
post. In Spain they had
carried out expropriations
of banks. Alejandro Mata,
for instance, stands accused
of 22 such bank raids. What
follows is a list of the
accused and.the sentences
being demanded by the pro-
secution.
Alejandro Mata — 168 yrs

4mths and 7 day
Isabel Cobos Sorente —

74 gears.
Jose Carlos Santillan

Moreno — 77 gears.
Javier Serna Rives - 2 yrs. -
Eugenio Garcia Presa - Zyrs.
Charo Belinchon Belinchon -

2 years.
Javier Martinez Onecha.
Pedro Chamorro.
Luis Angel, Antonio Ventua
Redondo, Alberto Serna W
Rives, Fernando Roman
Arnedilho, Martin Viruega
Rodrigues, Leandro, NQQhQ+

F

Lest his arrest pass unnoticed
the anarchist Orazio Valastro
having refused to be incorp-
orated into the Italisn Armed
Forces, organised a meeting
/Rally in Catania on 4 March
1982 along with the Radical
Party, Lotta Continua and
conscientious objectors‘
groups etc. Valastro was soon
hauled away in full view of
everyone, and none too gently
His friends tried unsuccess-
fully to snatch him back from
the police. Valastro is now
being held in the military
glasshouse in Palermo, Sicily
After the meeting (which was
a spectacular statement of
the objector's case) 6 anar-
chists...Salvo Marletta, Jean
weir, Alfredo Bonnanno, Turi
Oteri, Melina Di Marca and
Nerina Scuderi (Valastro's
wife) were arrested, held,
and released, but not before
they were charged with obst-
ruction and assault on a
public official, assisting
an attempted escape, insult-
apg a Public Officer, etc. Rob
Roberto Fuzio was thrown'
into solitary in Catania
prison.

On 19 April the Florence
Assize Court will hear appeals
by various people accused of
having belonged, in various
capacities, to Azione Rivoluz-
ionaria. Those involved are:
Monica Giorgi; Maria Luisa
Felici; Giorgio Signori;
Salvatore Cirincione; Maurizio
Jacono; Cajcal Palleja Ferrer
Marie Noel Dominique; Fernando
Castro Reyes; Pasquale Vocatur
Vocaturo; Juan Soto Pai;
Gabriele Fuga; Sofia Crusca;
Nicoletta Martella; Marina
Ceretto Castiglione.; Daniele
Pifano; Fernando del Grosso,
and Alessandra Di Pace.

Milan Courts have acquitted
the anarchists Agostino _ '
(Anacleto) Mariotti and Libero
di Gaetano of Membership of
the so-called "Antonio Lo
Muscio" armed group. This was
something of a success in that
that the trial boasted the
highest number of 'pentiti'
(repentent prisoners turned
State's evidence) etc., this
includes Mariotti's own
brother,.Pietrangelo, who
had no hesitation in trying
to incriminate Agostino.

Another notorious 'pentito',
Enrico Paghera, is the only
witness against Rocco Palamara
who stands accused of poss-
ession df dangerous weapons -
- firearms. Paghera claims
to have been present when
Palamara was given the guns.
In the Livorno trial, 3 people
accused by the same Paghera
were absolved; another 2
accused of membership of an
armed group on his evidence
were also found not guilty.
Yet Paghera's accusations have
have already cast Rocco,
Palamara 5 months, spent in
preventive custody.
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Interior_Minister Dsfferre is pushing for increased police powers
to shoot down ‘suspected criminals‘ in the street and to check iden-
Zity cards of ‘suspected illegal immigrants‘, to the point where e

e facto pass law‘ system exists for all blacks in France
During the Giscard d'Estaing government, ROCK AGAINST POLICE held

a series of outdoor rock concerts and distributed broadsheets in the
agmtgggnt subuibihof Paris. A general counter-attack by immigrant

_ agains e power of the State began. Now RAP moves on to
organise in order to meet the threat posed by Giscard's socialist
successors and build a wider movement to oppose the criminalisation
of immigrants.

More details from the new ‘free radio‘ station in the
immigrant Barbes district of north Paris:
RADIO SPLEIL. 35 rue Stephenson, 75018 Paris, tsl.606 1568
Interview from a booklet edited b M ‘ A
JEUNES IMMIGRES HORS LES MURS No ZyofoghesgerIggléggstions
available from EDI, 29 rue Descartes, 75005 Paris @12OFF Tel 3295570

"We have taken off from the ex-
ierience of those who organised
Jig concerts such as ‘Rock
Against Racism‘, but with two

7:-r

nain differences: big concerts The present Socialist/commun— would not condemn violent actions
weld on a neutral ground like ist Party Government has as its
iyde Park or the Pantin Hippod-
rome would be futile, because
aeople come there just to con-
sume. We have always organised
Jur concerts on the terrain
where the cops hit our mates...
qe have rightly preferred Rock
igainst the Police to Rock Again-
tgainst Racism because everyone PARIS-MATCH= The Freheh PFeee
rlaims to be anti-racist but in
uur everyday life the recourse to
;he polce is racist in itself.
inti-racism has always wrung its
l8fldS, ‘Oh, these poor immigrants
;hey must be protected, etc.‘ And
|f course at Bondy (Immigrant_
listrict hit by the fascist group
’ANE), when the cops arrived, it
ras to help us. The proof: they
Tttacked the young immigrants
rho were arming themselves!
'his is well known...FANE is
=ncouraged to invade our areas
an order to make legitimate the
»resence of the polce there -
;upposedly in order to protect
ls. They really take us for
'oolsl It's necessary to add that
.he youths of the suburbs, imm-
.grants and French proletarians
-ecognise each other through Rock
|roups. In the schools, espec-
(ally the technical lycees, the
|ames of rock groups have come
.o replace political slogans,
»ecause these groups recount ‘_
.he daily life of our areas." '

IDEOLOGICALLY uwsouwn OR
it souwn OF IDEOLOGY MORE
in MORE CULTURE IS
JLITICAL.-....

are continuing their campaign
of harassment against Action
Direpte. Joelle Aubron, who
has been charged with possess-
ion of arms and membership
of Action Directs has success-
fully brought a court order
against the French journal
Paris—March for publishing
photos of her without permiss-
ion. The magazine could
hardly believe it's luck when
it was offered the photos of
Aubron - in the nude - and
published accordingly, over-
looking the important fact
that she had not been brought
to trial, yet alone found
guilty. The court ordered
that all copies of the edition
- issued on April 21 - be
withdrawn. However this order
came 48 hours after distrib--
ution so  any reader happens
to come across a copy, with-
out the deletion, comrades in
Frnace would no doubt, be
delighted to receive it as
it could cost Paris—Match a
deal more than they bargain-
ed for.

When Franco won the Civil
Weft everything belonging
to the unions was confisc-
ated. Not merely were the
collectives they establish-
ed destroyed as such, but
all the union funds and as

Minister of Defence Charles Hernu
known as ‘Hernucleaire'. To plac-
ate the Military the decision
was taken to equip the French
Army with neutron - destroys only
people not property — bombs and
to build new strategic nuclear
submarines. All the proposed
sites of nuclear reactors gener-
ating and reprocessing plants
with the exception of PLOGOFF
where popular resistance has been
strongest are to go ahead. The
media debate by experts and Par-
liamentarians right down to local
Councillors has followed the
‘boosting the economy‘ and fight-
ing unemployment cliches. Ecol-
ogists and local anti-nuke groups
who worked and voted for politic-
ians now realise they were conned
so protest remerged: 7"
The semi-State company COGMENA
which is in control of the whole
nuclear fuel cycle, reopened the
file of a project for nuclear
waste storage in a disused uran
ium mine in St. Priest Lapargue
in the Centre Mountains. Local
people remobilised and demonst-
rated massively and many scient-
ists also opposed it so the State
was obliged to drop it.
New prospecting licences for
uranium mining in the Esterel
Mountains close to the Riviera
have been granted (wot next then?
Bourgeois Chalet owners Against
Uranium mining?)....the French
National Anti-Nuclear Coordinat-
ion CNAN has stated that they

have been disolved and there is
ample provision to pay back what
was stolen. There has also been
ample time. But the Government
wants to use the money to buy
the unions, to buy them with CNT
& UGT money!

assets — benefit funds, pre— The Comisiones Obreras (so-
premises, branches, print-
ing presses — were exprop— effect the Communist trade union)
riated by the State.

_ The fascist syndicates were
given all the property of the CNT
and UGT..In Barcelona, for inst
enee, the daily paper Solidaridad
Obrera, with a new printing press
was handed over to the JONS (Fal-
ehge Uhi0hS), and came out as
Solidaridad Nacional.

The introduction of democracy
meant that demands were made for
the restoration of the union
Property. The fascist unions

called Workers Commissions, in

known as CC.OO., and the UGT
have voted to accept the swag.
The condition is that they must
sign the pacts regularising the
unions. This means that they are
selling their members short -
for clearly the pacts are anti-
strike - in order to gain assets
with which to pay the bureaucrats
and build up the organisation.

An agreement giving 4OO mil-~
lion pesetas and dozens of halls
and printing presses to unions

since any hopes of stopping the
nuclear programme have been dash-
ed. In Cherbourg opposition to
the Le Hague plant for reproces-
sing French and foreign nuclear
waste continues; the unloading
facilities in the Port were
blocked so the State uses the
Naval base now! In South West
construction work has been delay-
ed by sabotage, clashes with the
police, bomb attacks and even
shots were fired. Paratroops were
brought in and a 6O year old man
along with some youths were kept
standing naked all night.

The public Enquiry in Chooz
(near the Belgian border) about
a second nuclear plant was dis-
rupted and the State retaliated
violently.

In Creys, Malville in Eastern
France a military attack — 5
rockets from an RPG 7 - was
launched in January against the
fast breeder reactor being built
there damaging the concrete
mantel. A group calling themselve
selves PACIFIST ECOLOGISTS (ed.
note: shorley shum micshtake ere?
claimed responsibility. Without
the 'help' of the Socialists,
CP and their affiliated Trade
Unions and the ‘left’ the French
anti-nuclear movement now has to
Gppose its former 'friends‘ as
they are now in power continuing
the State's nuclear programme.
Outside France too the bitter)
lesson is being learnt: To vote
is to piss into the wind.

Irish traveller.

which agree to toe the employers
line would be held in other
countries to be corrupt. But the
idea of finacing this with stolen
property surpasses all audacity.
The socialists and communists
in this country, while applaud-
ing their Spanish colleagues,
attack Tebbit and his new Bill.
But in Spain they are accepting
far more rigorous measures pro-
viding they get their paws on the
the CNT property. Is it wonder-
ed why they were never trusted
and are now regarded as fascists?

Make'this known abroad -
especially if any Socialist or
Communist "fraternal delegates"
turn up. Their despicable sell
out should be well advertised
internationally.

Other unions such as USO, ELA
STV etc are also trying to get in
in on the attack. The CNT at
least will not stoop to being
bought with its own money.

Page 5 Black Hag
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Racialism in the police
should be a criteria for
dismissal according to
the Scarman Report, but
not according to Jim
Jardine, Chairman of the
powerful Police Feder-
ation. He claims that if
any policeman/woman is
dismissed or demoted on
grounds of racial pre-
judice it will be over
his dead body.Any Offers?
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WHEN WILL THEY EVER
LEARN? DEPARTMENT

An informative and interesting
supplement on Anthropology and
Anarchy in Freedom (March 6)
contains the following gem of
hackneyed pacifistic moralising
(quite out of place in context):
“One might think the ultimate
form of coercion - threaten‘ g to
take the life of another - wgild be
universally opposed by Anarchists,
but Anarchists have not ordinarily
been pacifists. They have not ad-
equately explained how violence
can be wrong for the State, but
right for a self appointed body of
world saviours. Among Anarchist

 $if.eEiii<."wE.
VIOLENCE 9

theoreticians only Tolstoy and, in
modern times, Paul Goodman, seem
to be consistent in this regard for
the logic of Anarchism would appear
to suggest that Anarchists should be
pacifists just ashthe logic of pacifism
would appear to imply Anarchism.” A

I can’t think of how many times
one has dealt with this fallacy. Ana-
rchists cannot be pacifists because
to offer no defence against violence
is to encourage violence; those who
would go down without fighting
against fascists tyranny may be lib-
ertarians for all that, but not revol-
utionary libertarians (pacifists, and
sincere ones too, but scarcely Anar-
chists (ie. believe in no Government)

The “world saviours” bit is an
absurd myth, putting up an Aunt
Sally so as to knock it down again.
Self-appointed world saviours have
also to be opposed by Anarchists.

But finally, Tolstoy again! Tolstoy
himself didn’t think he was an Anar-
chist (but self-appointed Tolstoyans
think he was); be that as it may,
the author of War and Peace was no
pacifist, and as an old man he DID
believe in self-appointed world
saviours (a non-divine Jesus for one).
But above all “only Tolstoy and
Paul Goodman”? “Freedom” trotted
out apologists for this idea for years NO doubt ‘Copies of S°me_°f the

loot from the recent raids willand finally pissed most of us off.
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TERRORIS
RULES O.|(.

For the fascist Right that is
The police conveniently turn a
blind eye to their attacks on
.left—wing premises and Asian
households. In the meantime
the Anti-Terrorist Squad raid
Freedom Press and Little Q
printers to nick some copies of
the Riot Not to Work pamphlet,
only to find as well copies of
an even more (in their eyes)
subversive publication. To
which they then proceeded to]
expropriate. The fascists can
however publish what they want
they know they will not be
raided. Pick up any copy of
their papers and you will see
the advertisements - sabotage
tips, Army type manuals, how
to fire—bomb, etc. The fascists
can get hold of anything we
publish the easy way — through
their friends at Special Branch

copies of the recent
will end up in some very

end up in fascist hands. Of
course, theres nothing to stop
us from sending off for copies
ofiwhat the Right publish. Its
best though to use a false
address as fascists,like the
Scientologists,tend to follow
up all enquiries in person.
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The British Movement is again in the
throes of deciding to expel Black mem-
bers. lt seems - to say the least - bizarre
that the fascist group can even have Black
members, but they do. There are West
Indian guys prepared to run around with
fellow skinheads dotted around all the
Nazi groupings (only the BM it seems
admits them to membership), talking of
going “coon bashing” and “throwing
the niggers out"...“niggers" being a term
that apparently means all people of black
skin bar themselves.

But don't think this is the limit of
lunacy. After all, the National Front has
fielded two Jewish candidates for Parlia-
ment (wouldift it have been lovely if one
had got in as the sole Nazi?) And down
at Tottenham Hots pur - where the fans
were once largely of Jewish origin and
the thickheads have labelled Spurs as the
“yiddos" - the term has been accepted
by football fans who are appearing on the
the terraces with all the NF and swastika
drag plus tile Jewish skullcap (to keepit
on theyihave to tape it to their shaven
skulls) and dhant away:
“We are the yiddos".

Cari it be wondered therefore if occas-
ionally some of the type wear circle A
badges together with the double-cross?
The explanation is simple. They have
been kidded by the media that Anarchism
equals the worst type of criminality, and
that Hitlerism (criminal Statism which
belongs to the past) is equally portrayed
in the films. They choose the circled A
and the swastika because they think they
ate bad, not because they think thet're
good. Once convinced by National Front
propaganda that the blacks or the jaws
are equally bad, they will embrace them
too. Fromisuch an embrace may our
fists preserve us, our tongues enlighten
them.
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_ IN THE FIRST OF THE AD HOC PEACE MARCHES om THE
ALKLANDS THROUGH FLEET STREET. PRINTWORKERS BEAT UP

THE ROTSKYISTS, WHO IMAGINED THEY WERE PRESENTING
i CLASS LINE.

The reason may have been mixed - some printworkers were
learly motivated by patriotic reasons but far from all. The
act was that the trots were doing the usual idiocy on passing
he Express and Telegraph buildings - giving the fascist salute

and shouting "Sieg Heil". This is usually interpreted as being
.arcastic - it is indeed meant to be so — and a dig at the papers, ‘Q 4 Exproprietien has recently
n which the printers usually good-humouredly join and respond _ become big news in Oxford.
lith clenched fists. They could hardly be expected to do so when j The Oxford Shoplifters @011-
he trots were shouting "Victory for Argentina" and supporting ~.¥; active _ newly formed - hit
he fascist junta. How was anyone to follow the deviousness by T
lhlCh the N.F Fascists don't support the junta, but the Trots do?

The trotskyist move ent enerall has been totall dis raced b F ' ll t Ixif r B0 le Wh0 She lift toW 9 Y Y 9 Y
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the headlines after they sent

:jEg§?_ts attitude to the Falklands crisis. It was bad enough in the Thames yelley police HO and
lo Chi Min days - victory to the Vietcong. At least the fascist ,4 the ioeei MP, The local press
egime in Vietnam didnt say it was so then. The Argentine govern- A repredueed eeme of their ,
ent murders and tortures its opponents. But the trots, from the ' Claims; The eelleotive claimed
bsurdly-socalled Spartacists through to the "Revolutionary that their members were Shop-
ommunists"call for victory for Argentina, triumph to the fascist , i lifting lee e means of under-
urdererS' I mining capitalism‘ and that

The Socialist Workers Party in a leaflet says: "The war is not it is e ‘necessary weapon in
gainst a fascist dictetorship. Tory MP5 and the previous Labour
overnment were only too willing to supply arms to the Galtieri , everyday economic Oppression
egime until a month ago». - that does not disprove that the § def ee itelism and in tne

. uh Pegime is fascist, it confirms it! - "Those who have been really ,3 longer term Struggle to trehS_
ighting fascism in Argentina" -but we thought it did not exist- form Society 1 some practical
the Argentine trade unions and the Left rightly believe that - . I

I the immediate struggle against

' suggestions went further. We

ritish gunboats 750 years ago".
By the "Argentine trade unions" what is meant? Not the fighting

ORA, the anarcho-syndicalisfunion built up in the struggle
gainst capitalism that was subject to genocide under the Peron— .. .
stas. But the Perbnista trade unions built up to supplant them! gggggiefipgggzgfigsogofiogd
rhe.Left" means the Trots who have promised to come out of - ’ na

ll€ Fa.Zk1 andS S1202.1 1 Ci b81ong t0 Argenti11 a é.-I S th8y were StO1 811 by _:::::::3:§:i-:f:!:f:-:-:-:.:.:-:33if-iIiIt:-31313::If:gzfzfififzfijifififififi113:2’:?:':':":':'I'I'I'I*:':':':':‘:5!iififififijifijijijijiii::I:I:I§
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T;.'.';I;I;1;.;.;.;._.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.;.:,.;.;.-;.;.

Dewar, said at a recent meet-iding if the generals will stop persecuting them - and then they in i Ed- b
g n in urgh that theanFserve them loyally. _ _ present Conservative Govern-

or years the canker of Trotskyism in the Labour movement has meet had fail d t h ld b

J support the victory of an ally and TO SUSPEND THE STRUGGLE
AINST‘RASCISM'ih the interests of national unity. What would
Jld Man" Trotsky and Felix Morrow, say? They would probably
Jprove. Let this be the funeral dirge of trotskyism.

A LAMBETI-l BOROUGH COUNCIL ELECTIONS - Thursday May 6th
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ALEXANDER GREY lSDPl has lived
in Lambeth for nearly 30 years, and in
the posh part of Heme l-lill since 1970.
He is married with 3 children at local schools,
and has been involved for many years in
voluntary work for the local community
in order to gain support. He now has a
highly paid career in local gcvemmant, and
has pr-eviouslv been a treasury bureaucrat
and a Management Consultant. lri !-Dilfl
of the damaging Tory government cuts he
is convinced that Lambeth can do much to
improve hi: new political career. But there
has to be more publicity before he can
vvork his way up through to Parliament.

If elected, he will sac that prompt action
is token to get himself a nice office. On
matters of concern to people in Heme Hill,
such as improve poor condition housing,
bringing idle land back into use, and making
it easier and safer for pedestrians to cross
roads he will do nothing to rock the boat.
Ha is sure that more can be done to ‘help
politicians in difficulty: not by doing any-
thing worthwhile but by taking populist
measures to win even more support.

JOHN MORE (Liberal! is 23 and lives in
Ferndenc Road and has not done a stroke
of work in his life. He began his education
at Jessop Rd Primary School and recently
graduated from Bristol University with a
degree in politics. Whilst at Bristol he became
inteiested in me welfare of foreign students
and served on various committees as practice
for the future. At present he is involved in
starting a small business but hopes that a
political career vvill mean he never has to

rk at all.wo
John believes that he knows best for the

people of Lambeth and is in favour of
increased povvar for politicians. John is
particularly concerned about the number
of vacant houses lvvhich can be squatted).
and the rising level of unemployment among
young people which may lead to riots on
Farndcne Rd.

if

MARGARET WATKINSON (SDP! also lives
in Femdene Rd and has been connected with
Heme Hill for most of her life. She is married
with four grown up children. She is a retired
teacher and bullied in grammar and awful
comprehensive schools in Lanerkshi.-e, Nor-
wood and New Cross. Recently she has done
voluntary social work with Victim Support
and with Lambeth Bereavement‘ Counselling
service where she tells people what to do
and how to run their livs. In teaching
English as a second language she rcaiised
she could exploit this in oro ter o come
across as very concerned with other_ peoples
problems. She also sticks her oar in at the
Methodist Church. As a senior citizen, she
would like to make you fuel guilty and vote
for her.

Some veers ago she was a Labour coun-
cillor in Scotland, but since moving back to
this area became disenchanted vvith Labour’:
chance of winn'n h r| g e as-eat. .

Margaret believes that homes should be
wrecked rather than given to homeless
families to squat in. She will encourage
housing associations and tenants and resid-
ents associations to vote for her. If elected
she will do her utmost to keep her seat and
gain as much power as possible.

If you want to help us get power above you all and are willing to submit to our authority in every vvay
please contact Brixton SDP, 13 Rollsccurt Avenue, SE24. Tel: 733 5678.

YOU have THREE votes
VOTE FOR ALL YOUR ALLIANCE CANDIDATES

GREY X
Published by B. Lovell. Poplar Walk, London SE24. Printed by jituff Politiciaris {All The Same}. 999, Police Way. London 1934 Page 7 Blflck flag
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=en sneering at the Spanish workers because in the struggle - T 0- 0 . ack
gainst fascism they had representatives in the bourgeois govern-
=nt - contrary to the Anarchist principles they professed. But
1e trots show what they really believe in when they are prepared

the increase in crime+in
Scotland (20% over the last
tW0 Years) and demanded that

letters to all the city's fee
major stores, as we as o __i 0 P P P
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hat the way forward is

get together to exchange their
skills ( as we do in the coll-
ective) and to discuss ways in
which it is possible for shop-
lifters to cooperate with each
other and to forge links with
other progressive groups with-
in the community so that shop-
lifting becomes genuine social
expropriation rather than just
the actions of isolated groups
and individuals‘. The letters
were signed by a Robin Hood
and the police suspect.....?

ened accordingly to deal with
the problem (sic). Other
Labour speakers moaned about
the lack ofmoney made avail-
able for police pay this year
and generally criticised the
government for cuttihg — yes
cutting - it's contribution
to policing.

Stephen Haseler, who has been
closely involved in the ultra
right wing freedom Associat
ion (sic) and the Heritage
foundation - a Reaganite
think tank, was - surprise,
surprise, — one of the
signatories of the SDP Lime-
house Declaration and a mam
ber of the SDP policy comm-
ittee.

The Freedom Association
also helped to pull the
strings at the (unsuccess-
ful) attempt to prevent de-
selection of right-wing
Labour MP Req Prentice in
the mid 70‘s. The F.A. helped
to fund the campaign to
support Prentice.

The SDP meanwhile is still
having difficulty in maintain
ing its image as a MOR Party,
especially when it was dis-
covered that their election
candidate in a Croydon const-
ituency was none other than
a British Movement member
and a leading-light. Mean-
while further up the road
at Herne Hill, local diss-
idents doctored an SDP
election leaflet (reprod-
uced here) and distributed
their version on the even-
ing prior to polling day.
Is'nt life unfair?
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PUBLISHING APPEAL
CARL HARP
A group of Anarchists
are planning to reprint
Carl Harp's ‘love & Rage
Rage‘ along with ‘I
wanna be free‘ and
unpublished material
about his killing etc.
The plan is to link the
book to ongoing Anarch
ist prison struggles.
Any help, advice, mater-
ials or MONEY - contact:
121 Books 121 Railton Rd
Herne Hill S.E. 24.
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In February and March of this year a group of
Dutch women squatters went to Spain and
talked about a variety of subjects including
squatting, and exchanging information and
offering support with action groups there. '
On their return they along with SNAK - the.
Spanish /Netherlands Anarchist Collective -
organised a manifestation in a squatted factory
in Amsterdam. This included speakers from
Spain, music, films etc. They and SNAK have
also written a series of articles in the
Amsterdam weekly, Bluf. The following are
translations (edited) of two of this articles:

16 VILLAGES THREATENED.‘
"But we find ourselves still
in the time (of the coming
martial law?) in which we
can certainly say that the
Spanish army (and all
armies) is a police army,
and is little less than an
army of occupation, whose
enemy is not from the army). "
In dolencra dec. '81
(autonoom weeklypaper)

In the Northern province of
Leon the state wants to evict
14 villages, to make way
for a NATO Firing Zone. They
will take the farmers‘ land
- altogether about 60kms -
because they know the farmers
will then have to re-house
themselves, since they can't
work without land. As com-
pensation they are offering
16 pesetas (about 8p) per sq.
metre.

These 14 villages form the
greater part of Maragateria
an area where a distinctive
community of people, the
Margagatos, live, and have
their own history and culture.

9

Most of the land is commonly
owned by the villages. Land
is their only source of income
and because of the land the
government has spread out the
court cases against the farm-
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date their pieces of land_
will be declared forbiddeh
territory. The farmers are
organising demonstrations.
(also in Madrid) and occup-
ation actions are beginning.
They want to, for instance, sit
down in front of the tanks.
A journalist and a professor
of the Madrid university
have been prosecuted because
they wrote that the army was.
only interested in destruct-
ion. It is forbidden to write
anything against the army
or say such a thing in public.

LAND OCCUPATION
All anti-militariest and

support groups are getting
together to organise an
occupation camp in the
villages for the summer
months. They are also invit-
ing all anti-militarists

ers and issued them continu- lfrom Outside 5531" to Come
ally with eviction orders. ‘a1S°- We h°Pe t° have m°Te
Until now, no-one has been
evicted, but at a definite

San Blas is a suburb of Madrid inhabited mainly
by immigrants who originally came from the
South ‘to look for work. Since there was no
houdng they made their "own shacks from any-
thing they could find.
As time went on the Council were forced to
build temporary housing in the form of poor
quality flats. Desperation forced people to
squat these whenever they become empty, but
it didn’t always go well. For instance on Nov.
80,14 families (with 50 children) squatted a
block of newly built flats. They were evicted
on 2 Dec and spent a month in tents by the
road.
The housing distribution system there is chaotic
with many flats lieing empty. Families are i
evicted literally at machine-gun point.
The Amsterdam women described how they
learnt Spanish, saw a news item about squatt-

"PC-'

precise info on this in our
next issue.

- n
ing in the paper, and went to San Bias to meet
the squatters. They were warmly welcomed.
The situation was explained - no money, no
dole, hardly any houdng, families begging in
the streets - They organised a squatters meet-
ing, the first in Madrid, which was attacked
and disrupted by fascists, but more squatters
were brought in and discussions / organisation
confirmed. _
The Amsterdam women explained how the
Dutch squatters movement had begun o1'igin- -
ally as a group of individuals, without support
or publicity, The San Blas squatters were _
enthusiastic, but in Spain squatting 15 H Grime,
and an accumtion from any neighbour is
enough basis for an eviction. There is no Right
to Social Security, and no Right to hounng.
Occupation of property is a revolutionary act.
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jimena Alonso and her two daughters Vivione and Aida were picked up on *
18th October and accused of support for ETA. jimena was arrested under
the anti-Terrorist Law, and is still in prison, without any trial. Both she and
her daughters were tortured in the notorious DGS centre. Before her arrest
jimena was an active feminist in Madrid, where she had set up a bookshop
as an information point for women, and to see what other women’s projects
could be organised.
The bookshop also provided her with vital independence from her husband,
who she could not formally Separate from without losing custody of her
four children, who were constantly assaulted by their father.  
A VISIT TO JIMENA ALONSO. could be held for 72 hours. Now it is 10 days.
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Hanneke got in to see her through a lawyer. l
Between them was a thick glass plate, and a
wire screen, the same when the children visited.
It was hard to either see or hear through it, T
but the visit was a success: they talked mainly
about feminism, about her arrest, interrogation
and torture. She was held without charge, under
the Anti-Terrorist Law, shewas abused- You are
a slut, a bad mother, no wonder your husband
left you, you are ugly, etc. They threatened to
rape her daughters, who were also held and inte-
rrogated. She was made drunk, threatened, .
beaten, questioned again. Day after day. The
Anti-Terrorist- Law means the police can hold
people up to 10 days without a court appearan-
ce. After ten days limena came before a judge,
where she was forced to declare that her injuries
came from falling over furniture, inorder that
her daughters, Vivione and Alda, would be freed.

Many have made cofessions or died under
torture within these ten days. ltlis important
that )imena's support group is also fighting
this Anti-Terrorist- Law, as in many other
countries these types of laws and methods are
used, or. beginning to be used-- officially to
‘fight terrorism’, but easily turned to crush
any other formiof resistance. As here (in
Holland) for instance, with snatch squad;
isolation cells, etc. The only way for us to
resist this divide and rule tactic is for us to
declare that we are all, inthat case, terrorists.
(From Monique. Apologies for transalationl).

YESERIAS WOMEN'S PRISON.
limena told about the other women in Yeser-

las. There are 35 women political prisoners in
a special gallery, completely separated from
the other prisoners. All the 35 suffer beatings.
Only 3 of them have had a court case, the
others no trial, the longest of them has been
there 3 years 2 months. limena has been in 7
months, with no sign of a court case. Among
the political prisoners solidarity is high,
discussion is constant, and food packages,
money, reading materials etc are shared. The
women are packed four to a cell. By contrast
morale is low in the ‘normal’ part of the prison,
where the prisoners are alone in their cells, most
of them arrested for drugs, shoplifting, prost-
itution etc. Thee is little the political detainees
can do about that as contact is virtually nlL
Children ‘may’ stay with the mother till the
age of six. ln effect this means the child is
automatically locked up. After the age of six
they are expected to go out and take care of
themselves.

SOLIDARITY.
limena herself has already got a lot of support

in Spain, and even abroad. In April/May 82
there was on ‘International Support Month’
for limcna, which was extended todemand the
release of all the women imprisoned without *-

il i *1 
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trial. In Spain her feminist support group is
split in two,‘ one group objects to her other pol-
itical leanings. -
Hanneke also discussed herself, and the squatt-
ing and feminist movement in Holland.

THE ANTI-TERRORIST-LAW.
)imena's arrest shows it is now possible for

all activists (not just those engaged in armed
struggle against the State) to be picked up and
incarcerated without evidence; In‘ her case the
link was made... that feminists are automatica-
lly potential terrorists.
Under Franco people arrested in this manner
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MADRID 11th May. Trouble
broke out after police broke
up a demonstration, organis-
ed to raise money for the
defence of Oimena Alonso,
and other victims of the
Spanish “Anti-Terrorist Laws‘

Eight hundred people attend-
ed the event, of whom up to

bUO were picked up when
the police attacked in force.
Fifty—two of these are held
in prison. The police claimed
that the trouble started in
a different street because
they didn't want the demon-
stration to catch on and
added that the police action
was necessary to preserve
law and order on the streets,
in the roundup tothe World
Football Championshipsn
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The conditions and treat-
ment experienced by Irish
political prisoners in
English Jails is muph.
worse than that experien-
ced by their comrades in,
Irish prisons, H Blocks
included. Victims*of the
British State intent on
revenge, they are virt-
ually in the proverbial
position of being locked
up and the key thrown
away.

§ln the case of the Birm-
ingham, Guildford and Wool-
wich bombings, and of the
supposed Harlesden bomb fac-
tory, it is patently obvious
to anyone not obsessed by
revenge that a number of inn-
ocent people were put away.
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for example, Judith Ward,
jailed for 36 years for the
M62 coach bombing, was work-
ing with a circus hundreds
of miles away from the bomb-
ing.) These cases are there
fore worth examining in some
detail.

BIRMINGHAM
After two bombs went off in
pubs in Birmingham, five men‘
were arrested at Heysham on
the way to Belfast, and a 6th
man was later arrested in
Birmingham. The six were:
Gerard Hunter, Billy Power,
Hugh Callaghan, John Walker,
Paddy Hill and Richard
Mcllkenny. The total evidence
against them consisted of the
fact that the five at Heysham
were on their way to the fun-
eral of IRA man James McDade,
recently killed in England by
his own bomb, and were there-
fore obviously involved; that
one forensic test on the five
(the Griess test) had given
two positive, two negative
and one inconclusive result
( a further spectographic_
test resulted in five negat-
ives); and that all had sign-
ed confessions (which they
later repudiated). Despite
that, all six were found
guilty.

(They are not the only ones;

i“

In the case of the Woolwich
and Guildford bombings four
people were finally covicted
- Gerry Conlon, Paul Hill,
Patrick Armstrong and Arm-
strong's English friend Carol
Carole Richardson. The sole
evidence against them was
their confessions, which they
claimed in court were beaten
out of them. In these confess-»
ions, not only did each per-
son contradict the others at
crucial points, but frequent-
ly one person made a number
of confessions (Hill made six
in all), each of which contra-
dicted the other. In addition
Armstrong and Richardson took
drugs, lived in a squat and
were thus well known to the
police - hardly the sort of
‘cover’ one would expect of
members of an active service
unit in the heart of the
beast! Richardson had a cast
iron alibi, having been seen
at a dance 48 minutes drive
(in a police car at full

utes bfore the bomb. The four
were found guilty, and not
even the admission later in
court by those IRA personnel
captured at the Balcombe St.
siege that they had carried
out the Guildford and Wool-
wich bombings was enough to
bring the ones now in jail
to a retrial.

McGUIRE CASE

Another case is that of Annie
McGuire, her husband Paddy,
their sons Vincent, aged 16
and Sean, aged 13, Annie's
brother Sean Smyth, a neigh-
bour who had come in to ask
Annie to babysit (just before
the police raided) and Gius-
eppe Conlon, father of Gerry,
zwho had travelled to England
Idespite pulmonary tubercul-
,osis on hearing that his son
had been arrested for the
Woolwich and Guildford bomb-
ings, were all found guilty.
The evidence in their cases
came from forensic tests
,administered by an 18 year
old Laboratory Assistant who
fdestroyed the samples when
finished — he should have not
(done so - and did not phgtg
graph the results - he should
have done so. In addition,
the person who devised the
tests is himself on record

speed) from Guildford Q5 min-

arguing that the tests are
insufficient proof alone,
that someone had handled
explosives, as a positive
result can be obtained by
handling many household pro-
ducts. And that was the
entire substance of what
the media delighted 1n call-
ing ‘Auntie Annie's bomb
factory‘.

SEVERITY

In a situation where a
highly visible security pre-
sence surrounds the trial of
any political prisoner, it
is easy to believe that the
dictum ‘innocent until proven
guilty‘ does not apply in A
such cases. Hence the ludic-
rous ease with which juries
can convict innocent Irish
people. This is paralleled
by the incredible severity
of the sentences handed out
by judges. For example, in
sentencing Gerry Conlon to
‘not less than 35 years’
the judge stressed that he
meant just that, adding that
Conlon should not bxpect
that he would necessarily be
released when that time
expired. In Hill's case the
judge was even more severe.
In my View your crime is
such that it must mean life.
If as any act of mercy you
are ever to be released, it
could only be on account of
great age or great infirmity.
Hill thus has the unfortunate
distinction of serving the
longest sentence of any Irish
prisoner in England.

TOP SECURITY

In prison all Irish prison
ers are automatically classed
as Category A, that is, very
dangerous prisoners. In fact,
even the prison authoriites
will privately accept that
they are Special Category A.

As such they are often sub
ject to even more severe
treatment than that meted
out to ordinary Category A
prisoners. They are dis-
persed throughout the prison

do at present. For the most
part male Irish prisoners are
in seven top security prisons
- Albany, Parkhurst, Wormwood
Scrubs, Gartree, Long LartinI
Wakefield and Hull - and the
women are in the top security
wing of Durham. They are yet
further isolated from each
other by other ploys. One is
that they constantly moved
around not only in these
prisons but also other small
er local prisons at whim,
often 'ghosted' away in the
middle of the night without
anyone being informed. For”
example, between 1975 and
1977 Paul Hill was held in
ten separate prisons. Another
ploy is that they are held in
long periods of solitary con-
finement in the hope of weak-
ening them individually and
breaking their collective
Isolidarity. Hill has spent
8OO days in solitary - that
is 2% years - since he was
imprisoned. A third tactic
is to put them on the 'E‘
list, classifying them as
‘likely to escape‘. They are
then required to wear special
clothing immediately distin-
guishable by its yellow
stripes, and are isolated
from other prisoners for the
most of every day.

ISOLATION

These tactics also serve to
disorient relatives. It is_
often difficult enough for 
relatives to make their way
to visit prisoners in Eng-
land, not least because of
the meticulous screening
that is carried out on them
before they are given a pass.
And to this the scrimping
and saving to get the money
to go, the knowledge that  
the prisoner will be strip
searched and that relatives
have been similarly treated,
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the frustration of not being
allowed (up until very rec-
ently) to touch the prisoner
because of screens, and it
is obvious that visiting a
prisoner can be a harrowing

system on the grounds that if eXperienee_ Imagine the _
they were kept in one place
together, they would resist
more emphatically than they

consternation then to arrive
at the prison only to dis-
cover that the prisoner haS
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Dear Black Flag,
ACCORDING to a letter

in B'reakout (Feb. 82) there now exists a
"Hereford Black Cross", “Midlands
Anarchist Federation" and “Solidarity
groups affiliated to specific nicks"....al1
seem to be confined to a certain individuals
fertile imagination. I thought you'd like

s to know that Black Cross’s name is being
taken in vain...it seems it"s the same guy
who launched off a prisoner's bookscheme I
that took money off prisoners for books
which were promised but never sent, which
Rising Free and Anarchy exposed some
time back....The Midlands Illuminato are
investigating further...... ..

R.P. (Birmingham)
a

Hello! .
‘We are a new radical bookstore
in Toronto, Canada, operated
by the anarchist comunity.
We have requested your cata-
logue through Soil of Liberty
but haven't feceived it yet.
Perhaps you could send it to
us and we'll pass it on if we
receive another copy from Soil
of Liberty?
Thanking you

PM
Focus Books and Art,
777% Queen Street East
Toronto, Canada M4M 7H7
. 

Dear Comrades,
"we are setting up a plaC€ run
on anarchist lines for anyone
who wants to drop in.,We are
in need of money to finance
this project and would be grate-
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‘We want to Riot -- Not to
Work’ published,by the Riot
Not To Work Collective and
available from A Distribut-
ion. The notoriety of
this collection of essays
on the Brixton uprising of
April 81 preceded its dis-
tribution unnecessarily. The
anti-Terrorist Squad used
its publication as a pretext
to raid Little @land Free-
dom Press, making certain
that when they left the
said premises they were well
stocked up for the police
college. The booklet is
an uneasy mixture of subject-
ive reports on the one hand,
and a critique of the
commodity orientated economy
and the potential threat to
its survival on the other.

tfi iffimfifi

ful for any received. Cheques
payable to the Northern Comme
unications Collective, please
Further details will be sent ' Irish prisoners confd.
on later. _
Some Léeds Anarchists
23 Royal Park Road,
Leeds 6. UK
 

Dn Saturday 10th April at the
Scottish Campaign Against Trident
demo, 5 Clydeside A's were arrest-
ed for giving out free Practical
Anarchy newspapers and charged
with either (1) Distributing
leaflets of a violent & offensive
nature, or (2) Breach of the Peace
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depending On which station they weif
were taken to.

The reason forthe arrests was §'
in no way political but due ent- Q
irely to the use of the word
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"fuck" in the headline Fuck the §
Falklands.
Anyone wishing further info
etc. write to Glasgow Book-
shop Collective Box 3, 488
Great Western Rd Glasgow G12
(A SAE would be appreciated)
Gordon, N Secy Clydeside A's
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been 'ghosted' away. Ray
McLaughlin was moved the day
before his brother arrived
all the way from Australia
for a visit. John Higgins
was moved two hours before
his wife came for the monthly
visit.
Needless to say, there is
next to no hope of Irish
prisoners being transferred
to six counties jails closer
to relatives. Only four have
been transferred — Gerry
Kelly, Hugh Feeny, and
Dolours and Marian Price -
but it took a hunger strike,
force feeding and the death
of Michael Gaughan before
that occurred. (Feeny and
Kelly are now in Long Kesh
where they have political
status, and the Price sis-
ters have been released on
licence because they were  
close to death with anorexia
nervosa, a condition obviou-
sly related to their earlier
experience of the brutality
of force feeding).
Compare this to the treatment

. r I I
.I.. . . . . . . . . . . . - . - - - - - - - P * "

Not necessarily the sort
of ‘hot stuff‘ that would set
the Met. sqaking in their
size 11 boots, but at least,
a determined and provocat-
ive attempt to set the
record stright, as far as
the role of the Left is
concerned.

In their introduction the
RNTW Collective explains:
‘Rather than scrutinise
relative employment statis-
tics, we look at the newly_
emerging class composition
which defies both ortho-
dox class composition

Of UDA prisoners in England ihunger strikes. Irish |D1‘iS0l'1—-
and of soldiers convicted

__%“.""

and the state's contain-
ment strategies. and ‘un-
employment' can be said to
have 'caused' the upris-'
ings only in that ithas
served to shift a major.
point of class confrontat-
ion from the workplaces t
onto the streets, but it

ed mass demands for yet
1 more wage labour.

The booklet also
criticises the role of the
Left or rather lack of it
- in the uprisings and
their attempts to apologise
- poor housing, unemploy-
ment etc. etc. — for the
actions taken.

Tactics and communicat-
ion during the fighting are
also looked at and com-
parisons aremade'with
similar action that have
occured in Europe.

es with a review of the
Patricia Giambi case,

state of deport her as a.
result of being convicted

SHe was singled out as
soon as it was found out
that she was an anarchist
and living with a known
anarchist, Jean Weir, who

publications and with the
Anarchismo group in Italy

the deportation ruling.
Compulsive reading for

riot fetishists.

ers were to the fore not
in the six counties. Statist- only in the Hull riot of
ics available as long ago as
1976 showed that already 12
UDA men had been transferred
to serve their sentences in
six counties jails, and that
transfer to English jails

1976 and the Gartree riot of
1978, but in every major act
of prison resistance in _
English jails during recent
years. This is most
‘ironic point about the State‘

for British soldiers convict— 'S°1"'1i°"' when the ‘Irish
ed in the North of Ireland
was almost automatic: 30 out
of the 32 jailed for ‘terror-
ist type' offences up to 1975
were transferred.

Despite the many ways in
which the authorities attempt
to isolate, demoralise and
depoliticise Irish prisoners
in English jails, the amazing
fact is that they continue
to resist. For example,
Patrick Hackett and Michael
Healy have been on the blank
et for almost 2 years, and
there have been numerous

3,1974;

problem‘ strikes close to
home. In ancient times the
scapegoat was sent off into
the desert never to be heard
of again, and the population
rested easy. The Irish
scapegoat it seems is not so
easily removed.
Article shortened from the
Belfast Bulletin No 10. which
is available from Just Books
7 Winetavern Street Belfast 1
Note: Prisoners Aid Committee
Box 9, 2a St Paul's Road,
London N1 has up to date info

‘ Five Irish prisoners in English jails have died. They are:
-I‘!

Michael Gaughan, who died after being force fed while on hunger strike on June

Frank Stagg, who died on hunger strike on February 12, 1976;
Noel Jenkinson, ‘found dead inihis cell’ in Leicester on October 9, 1976; his wife
was refused an independent autopsy ‘for security reasons‘;
Sean O'Connell, who died on October 1, 1977 of cancer a few hours after having
been ‘released on licence‘ from Parkhu rst; an independent‘a-utopsy confirmed
that the presence of the cancer should have been obvious for at least one year
before his death; prison records show he had been given only aspirin and rubbing
alcohol to ease the pain;
Guiseppe Conlon, who died in hospital on January 11, 1980 as a result of the
tuberculosis which had kept him out of work and confined to his own home
(except for the visit to England to see why his son had been arrested, a visit that

_ led to his own arrest) for twelve years.

-I

s has certainly not generat-

The publication conclud-

and attempt by the British

for ‘threatening behaviour‘

had worked on Bratach Dubh

Despite the inevitable ‘in-
ternational terrorist' gar-
bage put out by the police
and the Media, Patricia fin-
ally won an appeal against
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Would all comrades please note that Gary '
Jewell, one time Defence Secretary of IWW
Defence Local 2, Toronto, Ontario, Canada ' T
has now “come in from the cold” and
reverted to his original ideology of National 3
Socialism. Gary (aka John) Jewell’s present
political position is derived from “Strasser
ism” and the German S.A. (Brownshirts).
He is extremely critical of Francoism and
Hitlerism, and it appears two attempts have
been made on his life because of his oppos-
ition to Hitler cultism. He is considered
influential in the ideological field by the
more “revolutionary” sections of the inter
national fascist movement, particularly
among the young NF cadre based around
Nationalism Today. He has been attacked
and denounced as a “brown Bolshevik”
by Colin Jordan.

Son of an extreme right wing and racist
police officer, Jewell spent most of his
life in Germany where, at age 13, he organ
ised the National European Party and
engaged in racist agitation in Southern
California and West Germany 1960-63.
Jewel1’s father trained his son to “three
basic principles: one allegiance only, the
White Race; eternal hostility to Zion; the-
most viscious and deadly enemy of the
white race resides in the New York/Wash
ington cesspool”. Further, “the internal

Since last years crackdown on squatting
there are now only about 150 houses left.
But these are big blocks, many holding
100 or more people living communally.
Many are used also as cafes, cinemas,
concert halls, theatres, pirate radio static
stations etc. New squats are impossible to
get, and existing ones are being picked
off one by one. But the squatting move-
ment .
ment is far from finished as the Reagan
demonstrations and the following report
make clear.
In March we lost 43 Forster Straat and 3
Schu1Straat, On April 26, No 5 Kopischstraat.
Things are hctting up again after the long hard
winter. No 5 Kopischstraat is a turning point.
All talk of negotiations are now seen as bullshit.
Over the last month 5 - I0 houses per week
have been raided and brutally smashed up.
Everyday there is a fclean up’ at the K_ot|:buser
Tor,,where the Berlin punll-°» 9al?h§1‘_- Lines °f
armoured riot buses, the cops waiting around.
following, arresting and beating people up. DHY
3; night. Anyone whose appearance does not
cciifcrm . -
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basis of my syndicalism - where incident-
ally, I was always denounced as a Mc-
McCarthyite, “white racist” etc - was my
father’s teaching that bread belongs to
the people”.

Gary Jewell was extremely active within
the IWW from 1972 to 1978 where he
built up an international syndicalist defence
network. In 1978 Gary Jewell disappeared
from the IWW scene only to re-emerge in
April 1979 as a “bom again” racist, anti-
semite and Strasserite fascist.

SATURDAY 24th APRIL pitals, identifying wounded to charge them Q

Demonstration against evictions and ,
ation in Schoneberg city hall. Polce surround
the area beforehand and instead 2000 of us
march around the city. Good spirits, and no
t1‘0‘lJ.b1B 4

MQNDAY 26 APRIL 7.00 HID KREUSBERG.

'I'he expected eviction finally happens. Kopisch-
strasse No 5 is lost. The police take it with
military precision, they have had all winter to
prepare it. We go around the area, about 60 of _
us, waking the squatters and neighbours, within
5 minutes police are everywhere. In" the after-
noon 100 people disrupt a council meeting.
Sympathetic people in the area Strike for the
day, as agreed. From every squat music is
screaming out. We agreed beforehand to demo-
nstate the night after the eviction, but on the
Monday itself about 1500 people try to
emble at the Hermannplatz. We never get
there. The whole square is packed with riot
police vehicles. We are driven back, then
running as the cops charge. Police buses driving
straight at us, then tear gas, and police WBIY"
where hitting any and everybody with their
solid sticks. Jumping in and out of their
armoured vans on both sides of the street.
Certainly at least 20 of us were caught and
dragged off. Later the police toured the hos-
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“The movement today is infiltrated and
manipulated by the Zionist ADL from the
top to the bottom (even more disgusting
has been the elevation of homosexuality
from a private vice to a movement epidemig).

ll"!_ Only a blood purge will cleanse it.
“I am willing to stand on my own record,
syndicalism and alll In fact, I know few
better slogans than that of the Bolksburgh
Kommando in the 1922 Syndicalist Revolt
on the Rand: ‘White workers of the World
Unite and Fight for a White South Africa’.
Whichever way it goes, I will continue my
present course of action and I will not fear
the threat of death nor its commission
over me.”

We publish the above information merely
to alert any comrades who may still be in
contact with Gary Jewell, or wondering at
his disappearance. We do not believe there
is any more reason for attacking Jewell for
his apparent reversion than if he had joined
the SWP or the Catholic Church, or even
simply dropped out altogether. Although we
do NOT believe Gary Jewell threw himself
into IWW activity, including very generous
support for the Anarchist Black Cross and
Spanish prisoners, as an infiltrator or as an
agent provocateur,.but from sincerely held
beliefs, WE WOULD LIKE TO REITERATE
that anarchist groups are a prime target for
fascist infiltration and we know of at least
three: Cienfuegos subscribers. Remember
the Rome March 22 Group was not an
isolated, example.
PS .lewell's paper is still called DIRECT
ACTION and his organisation BLACK AND
RED FRONT (Revolutionary Aryan Social-
Socialists).

-.-|.|

later with ‘public violence’ or ‘disturbing public at
order . Since there was np licence for the demo 1
it was illegal from the start. f

TUESDAY 27th APRIL
The planned demonslzration. Before hand the
organisers are told it is declared illegal. 5,000
people turne up, and we march, in close ranks
to the area of Kopischstrasse 5 - spirits are high
until wereach the heavy police preparations.
On route we throw up small barricades, using
cars and building materials. As we reach the
police someone with a megaphone is shouting
that the march is now illegal The police fire
tear gas and charge again and again. We are
driven back into a broad street The rioting
and barrimding spreads. The police beating and
charging. Our group has to flee down into the
metro, but the policefollowed, stopping the
trains and plucking people at random off the
platforms. The ex-Dutch woman squatter Inge
is also wounded is only the beginning of
the repression. I cannot tell it all. Even the
Berlin krakers find this a totally heavy riot.
But it is the only possibility of doing anything
to stop evictions - and show that squatting
goes on.

Geert. W
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As reported in our previous issue
Fascist attacks in France go on
and are receiving little media
coverage here. Since the Synagogue
bombing in Paris, there have been
about 80 attacks made by fascist
groups. These include a bomb at a
cinema in Beziers, an attack on
the Polish transport Company in
Paris (before the clampdown on
Solidarnosc), and a bomb at the
offices of Air Algiers. The latter
was claimed by PFN. More serious
in February a factory in Isigny
in Normandy, which was being
occupied by the workforce, was
attacked by a group of 200
armed ex—paras. A few days
later a similar attack was made
on a factory in Clichy where
the immigrant workforce was in-
volved in an industrial dispute.
Fighting broke out and one of
the workers fell to his death
through a skylight.

ANSWERS TO QUIZ
1. Napoleon's famous “whiff of grape-
shot” on the people of Paris was said
to have been caused by his having a
fit of coughing and cxclaiming “Ma
sacretous!” (my damned cough), mis-
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heard by the Guard as “Massacrcz
tout!” (Kill the lot).
2. Mr Jinnah opposed Indian Indepen-
dence demanding a “sacred nation”
of Moslcms based on Moslem com-
munities. But as this was impossible
he demanded a separate country based
on Punjab, Afghanistan and Kashmir
(PAK) - a pun on sacred (paki). This
would have been equally impossible
had not massacres taken place in the
mostly, Moslcm part of India, and the
mostly Hindu part, each remnant of
the minority community taking refuge
where it was in the majority.

3. She said, “If your grandfathers had
kept the flies of their trousers buttoned
up, there wouldn’t.bc any Cape
Coloureds".
4. That the slogan amounted to a
request for exploitation, and the
correct slogan for the working class
should be “The Right to Well Being”.
5. He sang: “If you can’t get work,
you can’t get the sack, that’s a sent-
iment that’s sensible and sound. Lie
upon your pillow and read the Daily
Mirror, And wait till the work comes
round”.
6. The printing industry pioneered
union organisation and so - had to
take its tcrminolgy from the church;
but the term probably originates from
from the privilege of wearing a skull
cap (“capclla”) worn by printers
from earliest times and cvcn today
in Fleet Street at times.

Page 1 I Black Flag



Con fd. from from page
Not only has no help been

given to the resistance by other
powers but Britain in particular
has added the Argentine police
and police and military to supp-
ress the resistance. Yet it is
plain that a military dictator-
ship must always look to foreign
aggression to form national unity
unity when it looks like losing
out in its long battle against
its own people There are alwa s
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plenty of liberal opponents of the i
regime who will cross over and internal enemies — or merely by
support the gevernment, as there withdrawing action against them!
are people who will be _convinced If thie ie Flfit Clehe, then it
by the patriotic argument, shows the British Government

While it may be argued that is sending people wholesale to
within the logic of statism, their deaths, but is not pre-
"Britain" had no alternative pared t0 take any aCti0fl Whieh
but tg re3j_5t "Argentine", it might "SUll)/" their 5118111811 COH-

also follows within natural log- Sfliences. The principle of thus
j_e thet its leadership will be far, I10 farther ITIBEIHS t|'\0S6 W110
gf traitgr5____  give their lives must automat-

The whole gf British Inte11- ically at some stage be betrayed
i ence has lon since been dev- by these Whe a8l< 1°01‘ them, and9 9
oted to shoring up the Argentine in general they know it - which
regime (among others, but this is the most fantastic twist of
one has needed it more). How all-
simple it would be, when these We Can only h0Pe that the
fascist military junta upsets Argentine resistance will take
"our".interests to overthrow it the opportunity afforded by war
either by giving aid te their to shake off their oppressors -
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and we must make sure that no aid
is forthcoming from the British
leaders to save the junta that
has looked after their interests
for so long.

We must work to see that the
people in Britain are not fooled
by those who call for victory
(whether for British capitalism
or Argentine fascism). At present
a war-heated civilian populatic"
is counting up planes shot down-
and people burned to death ore
drowned in an icy sea - as if
they were football scores; in-
deed the whole conflict is being
treated as an extension of the
World Cup and the armchair terr-
orism of the population in gen-
eral is titilated by horror
deaths in the Arctic. Some "go
so far" as to want the World Cup
called off - after all they have
a good substitute in the South
Atlantic war.

Now we see the hypocrisy of
world statism with its cries
against terrorism, using pacific
slogans to justify imperialism
until their own interests are
threatened. L
Limit the casualties-strike

only at the guilty!
. p-H ' T '
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“Pm from the Incas, and we’d like South America back !”  I ‘  

1

Organ of the An
I I

Just over a year ago, in
our March 1981 issue, the lead
article of Black Flag, entitl-
ed ‘Signs of War‘, predicted

that within the next 12
months Britain would find

I _ 1 - i ;~ . x t .. ~ - some excuse to go to war.U E Civil disturbances last Year
~ ‘ x were commonplace, but this

BF year we learn of fans from
A A 1 Toxteth at a recent Liver

_ _ %%e e ~ ool soccer match singing
the national anthem to show
their contempt for the ‘enemy
without‘.

Conspiracy theories on the
South Atlantic affair are rife
- except in the British press
where there is nothing short
of jingoism at its worst, even

iin the ‘quality’ papers. One
of the more plausible theories
originates from Brazil where
there are several reports

 suggesting that US involvement
prior to the invasion was
extensive and that the Reagan
administration even knew
of the plans to invade well
in advance. It is thought that
the US gave their blessing to
the Argentine takeover of
the islands on the condition
that they would be allowed
to establish an American
naval air presence there as

elections were on the way and
that the Tories would have to
resolve the crisis satisfact-
ory in order to maintain (and
perhaps improve upon) their
electoral support. The
Reagan administration had
no choice in the end but to
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There have been a number,of
back-track and PP°P "P its protests at the Falklands issue
mai" European ally‘ here in London, from groups of

'I- '

No doubt, as a convenient
means of circumventing the
threat to further Argentinian |
invasions, the US will try
to come to some sort of
agreement with the British

overnment on securing aQ
military base on the islands,
whilst at the same time pump-
ing more'dollars into the now
depleted Argentinian economy.

Meanwhile the Trots, who
have consistently supported
Argentina in its Malvina's
cause (see Roon ‘n Aboot),
may find that they have
backed the wrong horse. Ur
as Reagan would say: heads
I win, tails you leee

soon as all the fuss had
died down. Needless to say
both the US and Argentina
were taken aback by the
British over-reaction -
forgetting that the local

individuals going around rich
areas spray-painting FUCK THE
FALKLANDS on posh cars, to
attacks on Government buildings,
notably the MOD HQ and the Naval
Recruitment Centre in Holborn.
See also the letters page for
net-.:_c= frnm Scotland. ________
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